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President’s Report 
For the November 2012 NASCOE NOW 

Prepared by  

John R Lohr 
 

 Over the recent extended Veterans Day weekend, I traveled to the great state of 

Kansas for two events.  First I attended the inaugural organization meeting of         

NASCOE’s new NAFEC committee. Chairman Kevin Dale convened meetings on       

Saturday and Sunday to get this new standing committee of NASCOE off to a good start. 

With this year’s FSA committee elections right around the corner, expect to soon see 

NAFEC information in your offices. 

 It is absolutely essential that we buttress our most important coalition partner 

NAFEC by both encouraging our county committees to join and by becoming, with our 

direct participation, associate NAFEC members.    

 The second leg of my trip was a grilled steak dinner and a Sunday overnight stay 

with recent retiree Myron Stroup and his wife Peggy at their Kansas ranch.  With no 

work shoes available that fit, sadly I had to miss morning chores. 

 Monday morning, Myron, Peggy, and I were off on a tour of central Kansas 

through the Flint Hills to the KASCOE state convention in Manhattan.  KASCOE does 

an excellent job of attracting members to their meeting with an association business 

meeting on the holiday followed by a joint session with their sister FSA employee        

associations on Tuesday. KASCOE members were approved for excused absences on 

Tuesday for the presentations by their state office and a VTC question and answer     

session featuring Juan Garcia, Candy Thompson, John Berge, Chris Beyerhelm, and 

Craig Trimm. 

 Finally, just before noon on Tuesday, NAFEC President Craig Turner and I visited 

the Kansas State FSA office to get on a VTC with Acting DAFO John Berge. Notes from 

this call are on the following page. 

 Below are a few notes I gleaned from the Q and A session at the KASCOE      

meeting: 

 All offices scheduled to close under the “Blueprint for Stronger Service” will be     

completed by January 2013. 

 National office is close to a final decision on the budget for the 6-month continuing 

resolution. 

 FSFL is moving to the FLP IT system and that is all that is moving. FSFL remains a 

farm program. 

 Concerns with crop reporting dates will be considered before the 2014 crop-year cycle. 

 The uncertainty with January’s sequestration requires that all options relating to 

staffing are on the table at this point. 

 With the expiration of last year’s VERA/VSIP authorization, FSA has made a        

subsequent request to provide contingencies for possible upcoming reduced funding 

streams. 
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John Lohr and Craig Turner’s Manhattan, KS 

November 13, 2012 VTC Call with Acting DAFO John Berge 

Prepared by John R Lohr, NASCOE President 

John Berge: 

 Generally has a vision of the COC system similar to ours. 

 Farmer-elected COC is not going away. 

 Goal to have COCs meet regularly—probably not more than quarterly in 

the early part of FY13. 

 Personally he supports the current CED supervision model but            

acknowledged that it has detractors. 

 Is committed to some guidance to SEDs about COC orientation. We suggested a memo 

to SED’s requiring COC orientation to include NAFEC materials like the Craig Turner video 

currently being edited by JM Marketing. Craig will follow up with John B this week. 

 Offered to consider our recommendation for a notice to provide procedure for            

establishing the correct withholding for both NAFEC regular and associate dues.  

 Hopes to have needed COC voting member appointments in under-represented        

situations by January 2013 using the final rule as published.  He acknowledged that there 

are differing opinions on this procedure, but he believes that the final rule will provide an 

acceptable method to accomplish the objectives. 

 Offered to consider exploring with NAFEC some type of appeal or grievance process for 

COC’s to have recourse within the agency when a COC is not satisfied with a higher-

level decision. 

 Plans to have at least the same number of national office attendees at rallies and the 

national convention as in FY12. Would hope for more but any final decision will depend 

on available funding.  

 After an HRD director is placed, offered to revisit a CED’s need for loan approval         

authority before qualifying for the FLM position. 

 Suggested that FSA’s employee associations focus on “common ground” with the other 

associations rather than their differences.  

 Wants to have a workload study using ARS data completed soon. 

 Briefly mentioned the need for him to review the governance documentation related to 

email usage before issuing any new guidance. 

 DAFO’s continuing resolution budget guidance to be released soon. 
 

I emphasized the following two points related to the hiring process: 

1. The online process needs a better system to allow applicants to confirm their submissions. 

2. At least initially, CEDs want to see all qualifying applications. 
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Attendees at the 2012 KASCOE           

Convention in                        

Manhattan, Kansas 

L to R: Myron Stroup, past      

NASCOE President and recent   

retiree, being recognized by     

Kansas association president     

Michael Martin 

NASCOE President John Lohr at 

2012 KASCOE convention 
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DOES THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS REALLY WORK? 

By Mark VanHoose, NASCOE Vice President 
 

Good question!  I am glad you asked.  The answer is definitely and unequivocally yes 

the negotiation process does work.  And let me give you an example that one of our 

past execs shared recently.   
 

You have a new amendment to 27-PM that arrived in your email.  There are a couple 

of major changes that are in this amendment that NASCOE has been negotiating for 

the past three years.   
 

Subparagraph 379 C has been amended to clarify that temporary promotions may be 

authorized immediately upon acting designation if it is known that the acting          

responsibilities will last in excess of 30 calendar days. 
 

Exhibits 4.5 and 14 have been amended to include Disaster Programs (LIP, FLP, 

SURE, ELAP, TAP) as well as BCAP for major program and classification purposes. 

To quote this past exec, “Both of these items were negotiated back when I was an    

exec and they are really good items for our members.  I am aware of a neighboring PT 

that is affected by this policy in an adjoining county and a CED in my district that 

will be impacted when the next classification is done.” 
 

So because someone submitted a negotiation item NASCOE was able to make a 

change for the betterment of our membership.  So yes the process works! 
 

So what kind of things do you want to see changed to improve your working          

conditions or economic standing?  Are you happy with the way that performance 

plans are working?  What do you think of the awards process?  How can your           

situation be made better through reasonable changes? 
 

The negotiation form is located on the home page at www.nascoe.org.  Whatever your 

idea I would encourage you to take some time to submit an item that you think has 

merit.  I know your area executive would love to assist you with getting your idea on 

paper!  Or I would be happy to assist you to get this done! 
 

I know the deadline is December 1st but since it is a charitable time year and we are 

offering a special deal I think you have plenty of time in December to get your item 

submitted.  Again, please ask for help on this.  Seems like a always have one or two I 

assist on each year. 
 

And let me wish you and yours a very holiday season and here’s hoping for a         

wonderful new year! 

http://www.nascoe.org
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Legislative Action- Not Just a Committee Assignment 
By Rob Gallinger, Northeast Area Legislative Chair 

 
It is certainly unprecedented times for FSA employees- unprecedented because we are facing both the 

unresolved Farm Bill with an expired Bill behind us, and the uncertainty of the looming “fiscal cliff”   

including what effects the negotiations between Congressional leaders and the White House will have on 

our programs and jobs.  But we are also faced with the modern day reality of how Washington works, 

and whether we like the system or not, other agricultural interests as well as most every other outside 

interest have grasped this.  To be on an even   playing field in Washington has become keenly important 

to our future. 

 

There are two reasons why the use of the NASCOE PAC is a good idea, in my opinion.  First, the support 

given to key members of Congress keeps FSA in their mindset and hopefully leads to favorable           

consideration for program administration and perhaps the desire to protect the county offices within a 

constituency.  We have seen some results of this with the Farm Bill drafts.  The House version had an 

amendment with the language about considering an offices workload instead of just staffing before     

future office closures.  This was the ONLY amendment that was passed or included out of Committee.  

The safety-net side of the dairy program in both draft bills from House and Senate was to be                

administered by FSA, despite a push from private insurance to take this on.  Secondly, if we have an 

elected member of the House or Senate who has shown support for FSA, or a willingness to carry one of 

our messages, it is only logical to want them to remain in office for that purpose.  The logic is that a 

member of Congress knows who their PAC donors are and upon re-election will be much more apt to   

listen to or take action on their position out of loyalty.   

 

It is with the above in mind that the NASCOE leadership has designated January as the PAC Promotion 

Month.  Frankly, it is not possible for a member of the Legislative Committee to meet with every        

employee through State Association meetings or other events.  Even if we could, many of the folks who 

regularly attend these functions are already participating in the PAC.  We are asking for individuals to 

consider the realities of the political and economic climate that we are in today, as well as the realities of 

the inner workings of Washington, and consider helping to protect our future through a small allotment 

of as little as $3 per pay period.  We would like to start strong as the New Year begins.  To help with 

this, we are developing a document that outlines benefits of the PAC, successes, and exactly how it 

works, to be distributed to membership through Area Chairs or State Presidents.  For those members 

that are willing to help, any of the Area Legislative chairs can assist you with signing up.   

 

MIDAS training sessions beginning in January provide the opportunity for NASCOE members who have 

been involved with the PAC to reach out to other members.  Please take this opportunity if you can.  I 

would challenge the elected leadership from each State to make sure they are donating to the PAC as 

well, thereby carrying the flag for others to see.  We must reach out to our newer, younger members of 

the Association through both words and actions to ensure they understand the legislative options that 

are there to help protect their employment as well as the overall intent to have farm programs available 

to help our customers.   Please remember that a government computer cannot be used for any activity 

associated with the PAC.  These must be done from home, including PAC information and recruitment 

efforts, as per the Hatch Act and Federal Government computer usage regulations. 

 

As we continue to monitor the Farm Bill all that is associated with it, please be aware that NASCOE is 

planning a targeted “fly-in” trip to WDC during the last week of February (26th through 28th) which will 

target approximately 35 key members of the House and Senate Ag Committees and Ag Appropriations 

Sub-committees.  This list is fluid.  States that are affected by this will be contacted by their Area       

Legislative Chair.  We look forward to working with targeted States to make the 2013 Legislative Fly-In 

a success. 
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Why every member should make sure they are 

listed on the National Database. 

  

I watch our national membership chairperson send out countless emails to try to 

get a National Data Base of every employees HOME email, HOME address, cell 

number and whether they receive text messaging or not.  I have had questions 

asked “why should I give out my personal email”, “just who is going to have this 

personal email” and “If I give this out how do I know I would not have junk sent 

to me”.   
  

I have to laugh at some of this, but yes I do understand the concerns.  I do most 

of my shopping on line and all companies and businesses want your email.  You can 

unsubscribe or block if you do not want catalogs or what I call truly junk 

email.  NASCOE is the last place I would be concerned with having my 

email.  NASCOE needs this information so that they have a ready available     

system to get in touch will members on very important, time sensitive “employee” 

issues.  I want to be quickly informed of urgent information that pertains to my 

job, my benefits.   
  

Last night I signed on to my travel computer, as it has been a couple weeks, there 

were over 400 messages only about 100 were ones that I needed and pertained to 

my personal business.   
  

It is truly to your benefit to give this information to the one organization that 

has your best interest.  If your State or Area is asking for this information 

please make it available.  It does not only help you it helps all of NASCOE     

members. I am sure some will ask how it can help everyone – well if all employees 

get the same message and all employees respond to that message congress will 

take notice. 
  

Please consider giving your personal information to complete the National Data 

Base to your State so that it can be compiled and sent on to NASCOE. 
  

Thanks 

Becky Zirpel 

NWA Membership Chairperson 
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NAFEC Teleconference 
 SEA Notes, November 27, 2012 

 

1. Introduction:  
One of the objectives of NASCOE is the support of the Farmer Elected Committee system:          
As stated in our FSA/NASCOE Labor Management agreement, “The object of the parties in their 
cooperative endeavors under the agreement is to provide means for and to facilitate:  more effec-
tive and active support of the farmer-elected committee system for the betterment of agriculture”.   
 
I believe we have the best system in government.  Local grass roots input of Federal programs.  
Henry Wallace the Secretary of Agriculture when the COC system was formed back in 1934 called 
it “a true form of democracy in action” Our system is the best and one we should all be proud of.   
 
NASCOE has formed a new National Committee to support NAFEC (National Association of 
Farmer Elected Committees) NASCOE President appointed Kevin Dale – OK – as National Chair 
of this Committee, the following were appointed by their area execs as Area Chairs: Cliff Fussell – 
SEA, Darin Slack – SWA, Annette Schenck – NWA, Randy Tillman – MWA, Greg Hudson – NEA. 
All appointments were approved by the NASCOE Executive Board. 
 
2.   Overview of NAFEC Initiative - Structure First (if you build it they will come)  – in the past we 
have emphasized membership but I believe the most important thing for NAFEC is structure.  
Hopefully we can help NAFEC improve structure and communications, and in doing so, member-
ship will come. 
 
3. New NAFEC Structure - State Directors , 2 per state.  We need every state President to         
recommend two NAFEC Directors (a 1

st
 director and 2

nd
 director) by January 10

th
.  These should 

be individuals who are currently or will become NAFEC members and folks who will become      
engaged when needed.  I have already received verbal commitments from two states on these   
directors.  OK, IL, NC and WA need only one director since you already have a director from these 
states:   Tommy Shepard – OK, Dennis Kuhlengel – IL, Tommy Clark – NC, Dan Noteboom – WA 
 
We would also like for States to appoint a NASCOE member as the State NAFEC Chair by         
January 10

th
. Please report the appointees to Cliff Fussell our Area NAFEC Chair. 

 
4. NAFEC Membership Goals – The NAFEC Committee has established some very reasonable 
goals of having 210 new NAFEC members (these can be current or former COC members) and 
150 new associate members (FSA staff, farmers, family members, etc.) by the National Conven-
tion,  We need each of you to join yourselves as associate members and to work with your state 
officers and directors to join.  I believe we and we can easily meet these goals, if just our officers in 
our state associations will join and will ensure their COC’s join.  Associate membership dues are 
$1.00 a pay period or $25.00 per year if paid lump sum. 
 

 a. Current NAFEC dues - $3 per COC meeting (same dues regardless of the number of 
 meetings you have each year). The dues are $35 per year if paid lump sum or $30 per year 
 if all of the COC join and send in their dues together.  With reduced meetings the payroll 
 withholding is probably the cheapest (8 meetings X $3 is only $24).   
  

 b. Use of FSA-444's NAFEC is encouraging payroll withholdings and NAFEC is sending a 
 letter out to every state office next week which will provide instructions on how to load dues 
 under payroll withholdings. We will be sending each of you a copy of these instructions as 
 well and will be including these in the membership initiative we are rolling out.   
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5. NAFEC information initiative 
 a. Informational packet for COC Organizational Meeting to be downloaded by CED’s and   
 provided to COC’s. It is essential for you to get this information out to your members prior to 
 our organizational meetings – time is of the essence. the informational packet will consist of 
 the following: 

1) Joint letter from NASCOE and NAFEC 
2) Membership form (revised) 
3) FSA-444 
4) Letter for Associate Members (to given to your staff) 
5) Video to show to your COC 

 b. Quarterly Newsletters (ask your COC what they would like to see in the Newsletters) 
 c. Use of Directors 
 d. NAFEC website can be accessed thru NAFEC link at the NASCOE.org site,  
     or www.fsacountycommittees.org 
 
6. State's Assistance with NAFEC directors travel – We need states help to make this work.               
I believe there are about 20 key states that will be targeted at the upcoming legislative conference.  
We would like for these states (that have the financial ability) to take one of their new NAFEC       
directors with them to this meeting.  We would also like to see every state with a State Convention to 
invite and pay for a room and/or meals to get your NAFEC director at your state convention.   
 
7.  Current membership listing – to be provided, please cut and paste your state info. There maybe 
some incorrect information is these listings we need your help in cleaning them up. ie. correct       
address, email addresses, phone numbers home – cell. 
 
NASCOE President John Lohr challenged all State Association Presidents and Officers to lead by 
example and join PAC, NAFEC, and CAPWIZ. 
 
He also stated the Area Execs would be sending each State President a proposal for changes to the 
Grievance Board and procedures for them to review. Please make comments on these and reply to 
your Area Execs as soon as possible. Get feedback from your membership on this item, please. 
 
It is time to make Submissions for Negotiation for items. Please get your membership to submit any 
items that would improve our working environment. Submissions can be made on line on the     
NASCOE website. Program items can be submitted all year to our Area Program Chair. SEA       
Program Chair is Hugh Hunter of Florida. 
 
Respectfully Submitted by, 
 
Wes Daniels,  
SEA Exec 
 
 

http://www.fsacountycommittees.org
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L to R at Kansas City NAFEC   
Committee meeting: Cliff Fussell, 

Myron Stroup (background),       
Kevin Dale, Trevor Gartner, and 

Craig Turner 

L to R at Kansas City NAFEC      

Committee meeting: Mark VanHoose, 

Darin Slack, Greg Hudson,             

and Cliff Fussell 

L to R at Kansas City NAFEC   

Committee meeting: Kevin Dale, 

John Lohr, and Annette Schenck 
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NASCOE Awards & Scholarships 

www.nascoe.org 
 

As I mentioned in the last edition of the NASCOE Newsletter, a new Scholarships and Awards Season is fast 
approaching!  I realize it is only the end of November, but due to the fact the NASCOE Now will only be 
published once a month, I felt it would be a good idea to start early this year! 
 
Your 2012 Distinguished Service Awards (DSA) winner’s photos and nominations have been posted to the 
NASCOE web site.  Please read the nomination forms and think to yourself, do I know a fellow NASCOE 
Member that I can nominate?  Use last years winning nominations as your guide to helping you submit the 
perfect nomination!  As I have said for years, we have so many deserving individuals, but so few writers!  
By using last year’s submissions as a guide, we hope this will help everyone with ideas on the background 
information about the person they want to nominate write a winning nomination.  Get started early, so 
you have time to gather the information you are looking for (and to keep your nomination a secret from 
the person you are going to nominate!).  The judges use facts of accomplishments as a guide, so please do 
not feel that you have to become a world class novelist to pull this off!  We wish you and your nominee 
the best of luck, and hope to see you Asheville, NC in 2013! 
 
Sick Leave Certificates, Extra Mile Awards and Professional Improvements Awards are easier than ever to 
submit!  You can now easily submit your requests directly to me with one click of your mouse!  If you are 
not comfortable with the new method, just send an email to me or your Area Chairperson and let us know 
what you would like us to do.  Most of our certificates are per-printed and easy to complete for you.    
However, I now have blank certificates that are fillable and we can create the perfect certificates for your 
event – just let me know if I can help you out (oasen@charter.net).  
 
Please check out the NASCOE website for the latest edition of the NASCOE Awards and Scholarships   
Handbook.   Also, I need to clarify that the NASCOE Scholarship is for any accredited school (College,      
University, Tech, etc) above the High School level.  In the last NASCOE Newsletter we only mentioned    
Universities.  I apologize if this caused any confusion. The good news is that this was brought to our    
attention early (Thank you to Mark Bentley from NM for catching this!), so your eligible                              
children/dependents have plenty of time over the winter break to work on their NASCOE Scholarship     
application! 
 
Again, we have plenty of time, but I just wanted to remind you that the deadline to submit the completed 
NASCOE Scholarship applications and attachments (for the traditional NASCOE Scholarship and the        
NASCOE Members Continuing Education Scholarship) will be due to your State Scholarship Chairperson by 
February 20th or sooner (check with your State Scholarship Chairperson for the exact date).  
 
Please let myself or your Area Awards or Scholarships Chairperson know if you have any questions. 
 

Tom Oasen,  

NASCOE Awards, Scholarships and Emblems Chairperson                             

 

http://www.nascoe.org/
mailto:oasen@charter.net
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The NASCOE Store 
www.nascoeemblemsonline.com 

 

 

The madness of “Black Friday” is behind us, the gifts are wrapped, the tree is      

decorated and the mistletoe is strategically hung like spider with her web.            

Life is good! 

 

All the sudden it hits – BAM!  I FORGOT TO GET SOMETHING FOR MY                  

CO-WORKERS!!!!!! 

 

No need to panic, help is just a couple of easy clicks away!   

 

The perfect gift this Holiday season is the NASCOE Store gift card.  Simply go to 

www.nascoeemblemsonline.com, click on gift cards and you are home free!  There 

are so many wonderful deals going on right now, your co-workers are going to have 

a blast shopping for the perfect item!  

 

Happy Holiday’s everyone!    
 

Tom Oasen,  

NASCOE Awards, Scholarships and Emblems Chairperson                             

LATEST MESSAGE ON CHAROLETTE SAUNDERS 

November 16, 2012 

Subject: Charolette 

SHE'S HOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Char came home on Wednesday, this week.  I spoke 

with her yesterday and she is so thankful to have friends like all of you.  She has     

received tons of cards and calls and is so appreciative.  Char can get in and out of 

bed, wheelchair, etc. by using her right leg.  Left leg (with the rod) is a no weight 

zone.  Physical therapist comes to her house for now, later she will travel to them. 

As you can imagine, she has alot of friends (including church folks) who are keeping 

her fed and well taken care of.  Her brother, Lanny, and his wife, Connie, have been 

by her side at all times of need.   

I still have all your cards and gifts, no...I haven't spent them on Christmas presents!  

I'm just waiting for her to get settled in and I'll get out there.   

Love to all and Happy Thanksgiving!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Love, Pam 

http://www.nascoeemblemsonline.com/
http://www.nascoeemblemsonline.com/
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Holiday Savings for Federal Workers 
by Jason Kay | November 23, 2012  
 

Being a Federal worker is a great gig nowadays. Whether you are working for the FBI or in your 
state’s social services department or serving in one of the armed forces, the benefits for Federal 
workers are outstanding. Not only do you have a great pension plan, health care and all of the   
Federal holidays off, during the holidays, you can get great savings with many of the retail stores. 
What types of holiday savings for Federal workers are there? 
 
Many companies are offering Federal workers and military personnel, active as well as retired,   
discounts on their products and services. And these discounts are not only during the holidays, but 
all year long. Holiday savings for Federal workers are everywhere and you just need to do a little bit 
of research before you start your holiday shopping to make sure you are getting the best prices. 
 
Do you have a computer on your holiday wish list this year? Hewlett Packard offers discounts to 
Federal workers that range from 8-10% on all Hewlett Packard products. Dell computers have a 
“Government Store” where Federal workers and US military personnel can go to shop. Special     
offers and discounts are provided. Dell discounts range from 5-15%. Apple also has many discounts 
for Federal workers and their families. In addition to their computers, Apple offers discounts on 
the iPhones, IPads and iTouch as well as many of their other Apple products. Gateway and           
Microsoft also offer a discount. 
 
Is anyone on your list wanting a cell phone, or cell phone service? Then check out T-Mobile and 
AT&T, they both offer a 15% discount to Federal workers. The discounts are offered on products as 
well as service. Nextel and Cingular also offer discounts to Federal workers. 
 
Holiday shopping is so much easier if you can just pick up the phone and place an order. If you are 
looking for something special to send to family members for the holidays, what about a flower or 
gift basket? 1-800-flowers.com gives Federal workers and US military personnel a 15% discount on 
all their floral and gift items. They not only offer flowers and plants, but have great gourmet food, 
fruit and gift baskets and the nice thing is, they ship it for you. 
 
For US military personnel and their families there are many companies offering discounts for      
holiday gift shopping. Is jewelry on your list? Forget Me Not Jewelry offers a 30% discount, Stein 
Diamonds offer a 1.5% discount on their jewelry and Zoara gives 15% off of all their jewelry to US 
military service men and women and their families. 
 
Need new cookie trays to bake your holiday cookies? How about a cookie press? Kitchen items can 
make great gifts. Pampered Chef offers a 5% discount to all US military members and their         
families. 
 
In the clothing department, Federal Workers and US military personnel can get a 10% discount on 
the 1st of each month.  Nautica and New York & Company both offer a 10% discount. 
 
For all the home improvement fans on your shopping list, Lowes and Home Depot both offer a 10% 
discount. For temporary storage or for moving PODS and 1-800-Pack-Rat each offer 5% discounts 
off portable storage containers. 
 
What about traveling for the holidays? You may be planning a trip home for the holidays, or even 
considering giving a trip as a gift. There are many travel discounts offered to Federal workers and 
US military members and their families. 
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Government Employee Travel Opportunities (GETO) is where Federal workers can get discounts on 
rentals for vacation villas and timeshare resorts. Government Vacation Rewards (GVR) is a member-
ship based travel service for Federal workers where discounts are offered for travel.  Travelodge and 
Best Western motels both offer discounted rates for Federal workers and US military and their    
families. 
 
How about heading to a nice beach resort for the holidays? Coconut Bay Beach Resort & Spa offers 
military personnel a 50% discount off of their regular room rates. Not into the beach, then check out 
Disney World. Discounted tickets are available to Federal Workers and US military personnel. 
 
The majority of the cruise lines including Holland America, Carnival, Celebrity, Norwegian, Disney 
and Royal Caribbean all offer discounts to all Federal workers and military personnel and their     
families. Let your travel agent know that you are a Federal worker or military personnel when    
booking your cruise with them. You can also book directly with the cruise line. 
 
Military members heading home for the holidays can take advantage of several discounts on airfare 
or bus tickets. US Airways and United has special rates for US military personnel traveling. Opera-
tion Hero Miles flies Iraq or Afghanistan-based troops to fly home on leave for free. Greyhound Bus 
offers a 10% discount to active duty and retired military personnel.  You may need to rent a car on 
your trip, Alamo Rent A Car and Avis Rent A Car offer Federal workers and military personnel great 
savings and special benefits. 
 
What about a family portrait for holiday gift giving? Sears Portrait Studio offers 20% off of portrait 
purchases to all US military personnel. 
 
Some of the other companies you may want to do your holiday shopping with who offer discounts to 
Federal workers are McDonalds, Office Depot, GNC, Staples, Toys R Us, and Barnes & Noble. And 
Petco also offers a discount so don’t forget about the pets on your list. 
 
General Motors, Chrysler and Ford all offer discounts to US Military personnel, so if a new car is on 
your list, be sure to check with your local dealership. 
 
There are countless discounts offered to Federal workers and US Military personnel. When doing 
your holiday shopping, be sure to ask if there is a discount for Federal workers before making your 
purchase. In addition, there will be special procedures to follow in order to get the discount. Some 
will require a special code, and some will require a US military ID. 
 
For additional savings, many reward credit cards offer 5% off purchases in certain categories. So if 
you have one of these cards, be sure to use it and save even more. 
 
The preceding is for informational purposes only and is not an endorsement from 
NASCOE or any NASCOE affiliate. 


